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Scroll to enter
Comprehensive injury care

for total peace of mind


The care you need, the compassion you deserve

Find your location







        













The one place for all your medical needs


Excelsia is a pioneer of integrated care, providing access to all the services you need all within one system.
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We deliver comprehensive healthcare for a range of injuries, including workplace and auto, so you can stop worrying and focus on getting better.
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To save you time

If you already have an appointment but haven't yet filled out the intake form, please go ahead and do that now. Our staff will be happy to assist with any questions you might have on the day of your visit.

Intake Form
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Our providers
Our physicians and specialists are the products of some of the country's—and the world's—finest medical schools. They're compassionate and experienced, and every one of them is an Excelsia employee, meaning you can trust you'll receive the highest-quality care.

SEE ALL PROVIDERS
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Our services


Medical





Orthopaedics





Neurology





Rehabilitation





Diagnostic





Surgical







Occupational Medicine
Physical Medicine
Orthopaedics
General/Internal Medicine
Orthopaedic Surgery
Neurology
Interventional Pain Management
Vestibular
Cognitive
Chiropractic
Physiotherapy/Physical Therapy
Spinal Decompression Therapy
Work Conditioning
Aquatic Therapy
Acupuncture
X-ray
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Electro-Diagnostic Studies (EMG, NCV)
Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE)
ImPACT Testing



View all services
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Our locations


With over 60 patient care centers, you're never far from premier integrated care.
Find Your Location
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[They] make you feel like family. For anyone in need of complete care, you can't find a better place.
Jason Brooks 



Excellent experience. Got me back to 100% in no time.
Michael Burkhart



The confidence I have knowing that I'm being treated by excellent healthcare professionals has been priceless.
Sarah Garrett
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Fully

integrated care

As an interdisciplinary healthcare provider, you get access to every type of treatment you need within one system.
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A simplified

road to recovery

From settlements to claim reimbursements, we help with the resources you need, so you can stop worrying and focus on getting better.
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Quality patient-centric care


From your first evaluation to your final treatment, we are 100% committed to your full return to health.
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The Excelsia difference
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See what
sets us

apart
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Our mission is to restore quality of life through patient-centric care and support for those injured in a motor vehicle or work-related accident.
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